Triple-frequency GNSS has been intensively studying in the past decades, especially with the open service of China's BeiDou system. In this review, we will address the ambiguity resolution, benefits gained from additional frequency signals compared to the dual-frequency GNSS signals, as well as analyse the challenges of triple-frequency GNSS for future development. We first review and compare the three carrier ambiguity resolution models of geometry-based, geometry-free, geometry-ionosphere-free (GIF). The benefits gained from triple-frequency GNSS are then comprehensively examined with respect to dual-frequency case, including the improved ambiguity resolution, extra-widelane based RTK, the augmented RTK service, the shortened PPP convergence, the improved availability and reliability. In addition, some challenges are discussed from both theoretical and practical aspects to open eyes for future research.
Introduction
As confirmed so far, there are at least three global GNSS systems which are broadcasting or will be upgraded to incorporate triple frequency signals, i.e., modernized GPS, Galileo and BeiDou systems. Especially since the BeiDou Inter-face Control Document was released at the end of 2012, many folks have been intensifying their efforts to the scientific and practical research of three frequency GNSS. Generally, with the additional frequency signals, it is desirable to speed up the carrierphase ambiguity resolution (AR), mitigate the various categories of error sources, reduce the communication bandwidth of transmission and so on, therefore improving both availability and reliability of the augmented RTK applications (Herandez-Pajares et al. 2003; Richert and El-Sheimy 2007; Feng and Li 2008, 2010) .
Most of previous studies of making use of the additional frequency signals have concentrated on three carrier ambiguity resolution (TCAR), including the earlier contributions by Forssell et al. (1997) ; Vollath et al. (1998) ; Hatch et al. (2000) ; Teunissen et al. (2002) ; Feng and Rizos (2005) ; Fernández-Plazaola et al. (2004) and the recent contributions by Cocard et al. (2008); Feng (2008) ; Fernández-Plazaola et al. (2008) ; Feng and Li (2010) ; Li et al. (2010a) ; Henkel and Günther (2012) ; Geng and Bock (2013) ; Wang and Rothacher (2013) ; Li et al. (2015b) . A common procedure for TCAR is, given three frequencies, to identify the three best combination observables to allow for more reliable AR under the given observational conditions characterized by the magnitudes of atmospheric conditions, phase noise and orbital error etc. The selected combinations often have minimum or low ionospheric effects. The experimental results show that the extra-wide-lane (EWL) ambiguities can be reliably solved instantaneously or with very few epochs nearly without distance restriction, but the narrow-lane (NL) AR is still challenging over long baselines (Li et al. 2010a; Wang and Rothacher 2013) although it can be reliably solved over short baselines (Deng et al. 2014; Shi et al. 2013; He et al. 2014; Montenbruck et al. 2013; Odolinski et al. 2013) .
Regarding the triple-frequency RTK, the studies are mainly based on the simulated data before the real data available. With the real BeiDou data, the most of studies are based on the short baselines (< 10 km) (Shi et al. 2013; Odolinski et al. 2013; Montenbruck et al. 2013; He et al. 2014) . It is therefore of greater interest to see performance over long baselines. Li et al. (2015a) systematically studied the triple-frequency long-baseline RTK with EWL and NL observations where the partial NL AR is applied. Besides, Li et al. (2017a) proposed an ERTK concept for (sub)decimetre long-baseline RTK only by using (equivalent) two EWL signals with their easier AR.
In the previous studies, we somehow always emphasize on TCAR and precise positioning. Another important benefit, the improved observation redundancy and then the reliability (Li et al. 2013 (Li et al. , 2017b , gained from additional frequency signals does not attract the enough attentions. Here the reliability is referred to as capability of observation system to resist the observation abnormality and outliers. However, to achieve the realistic reliability measures, one has to first assess the correct stochastic model of triple-frequency signals (Li 2016) .
In this review, the varying triple-frequency AR models are first compared. Then, the benefits gained from the additional frequency signals are investigated comparing with the dual-frequency case. Finally, some challenges on the application of three frequency GNSS signals are discussed.
p , for triplefrequency phase and code, respectively.
The different combinations can be obtained by assigning the different sets of integer coefficients, of which the wavelength will be significantly different. Generally, for the combinations with longer wavelength relative to the noise in cycle, their ambiguities are easier to be fixed. Typically, the EWL/WL ambiguities are much easier to be solved than those of NL. Here the NL means that whose wavelength is shorter than the shortest wavelength of uncombined three frequencies. However, only two of EWL/WL combinations are independent. In other words, one must solve one of NL combinations to recover all triple-frequency ambiguities (Li et al. 2015a ).
Model comparison of TCAR
Three typical TCAR models are proposed, namely, geometry-based, geometry-free and geometry-ionospherefree (GIF) model, respectively. In geometry-based model, one parameterizes the DD observation equations in terms of the baseline components, while in geometry-free model, in terms of the DD receiver-satellite ranges. In the GIF model, both geometric and ionospheric terms are eliminated. Besides, to improve the model strength and meantime make use of ambiguity-fixed EWL observations, a new model is presented at last for NL AR.
Geometry-based model
In geometry-based model, the atmospheric effects are compensated by setting up the relevant parameters. The ambiguities are solved together with the parameters, x, τ and ι, based on model (3). Some studies have already determined the useful combinations for better geometrybased AR. Richert and El-Sheimy (2007) defined some useful combinations for triple-frequency GPS and Galileo. Feng (2008) identified three most useful combinations for each triple-frequency GNSS services based on the total noise level in cycles, see also (Li et al. 2010a; Li et al. 2015a) . Overall, no matter what method is used, the identified useful combinations are quite similar or even equivalent. The total noise level relative to the combined wavelength in cycles, including the effects of orbital, ionospheric and tropospheric biases and phase noises, is defined as
where δ o , δ ι , and δ τ denote the orbital, ionospheric and tropospheric bias, respectively. Given three sets of error budgets, typically representing the short, medium and long baselines with their lengths d satisfying with d ≤ 100 km, 100 &lt; d ≤ 200 km and d ≥ 200 km, respectively (Li et al. 2010a) , Table 1 presents the total noise level σ TC for the useful combinations of GPS and BDS systems. For each system, the first 4 combinations are the EWL/WL, while the last two the NL. For full triple-frequency AR, one can choose two EWL/WL and one NL combinations. Apparently, the total noise level for the EWL ϕ (1, −6, 5) of GPS is about 0.160 to 0.174 cycles and ϕ (1, 4, −5) of BDS 0.136 to 0.172 cycles even with the large orbital and atmospheric biases over long baselines. It reveals that over long baselines the instantaneous EWL AR is achievable while it is difficult for NL AR with geometrybased model.
Geometry-free model
In the geometry-free model, the geometric terms are directly estimated instead of their linearization with respect to baseline and ZTD parameters. The mathematic model reads
Obviously, this model is rank-deficient since the column vectors are dependent. Thus, the minimum constraints (datum) should be applied, for instance, by fixing ionospheric parameters. As a result, the float solution of ambiguities is (Feng and Rizos 2005; Li et al. 2010a )
with its variance matrix
where σ SÊ a ði; j;kÞ denotes the formal STD of single-epoch float ambiguity estimate. Such estimated float solution could be biased due to the fixed ionospheric delays. The bias is
In this case, one can select the useful combinations based on the bias-affected success rate of integer rounding (Teunissen 2001 ). To give a success rate, for instance, 99.9%. The combination schemes, ϕ (i, j, k) along with p (l, m, n) are selected. If the coefficients of ionospheric delays on phase and code satisfies with μ (l, m, n) + μ (i, j, k) = 0, the unbiased float ambiguity solution can be computed. To use the bias-affected or unbiased model depends on the balance of bias and ambiguity precision. The reason is that with the unbiased model, the biases are explicitly modelled (parameterized) and thus the model strength is enhanced and the ambiguity precision will be improved as compared to the solution obtained with the biased model. If the AR performance with the biased model is better than with the unbiased model, i.e., the bias impact on the success rate is less than that on the ambiguity precision, it would allow for faster AR using the biased model (Verhagen et al. 2012; Li et al. 2014b ). system combinations δ ι = 10 δ ι = 20 δ ι = 100 We select several sets of combinations with unbiased or biased models. The result is presented in Table 2 , where the single-epoch success rates are given as well. In general, all EWL combinations have fast AR with very high success rate. For GPS, the combinations, ϕ (0, 1, −1) with p (0,1,1) , and ϕ (1, −6, 5) with p (1,1,1) , are the best schemes with nearly 100% success rate; while for BDS, ϕ (0, 1, −1) with p (0,1,1) and ϕ (1, 4, −5) with p (1,1,1) are the best choice. To intuitively show the ease of EWL AR, an example from real triple-frequency BDS data on a 50 km baseline is conducted. The fraction histogram of float ambiguities to their nearest integers is illustrated in Fig. 1 for EWLâ ð0;−1;1Þ andâ ð1;4;−5Þ . Obviously, most of float ambiguities are very close to integer with fractions smaller than 0.3 cycles.
Compared to geometry-based model, the geometry-free model has weaker model strength and then the degraded AR performance. However, due to the extreme long wavelength of EWL signals and much simpler implementation, it is often preferable to use geometry-free model for EWL AR.
GIF model for NL AR
The studies above reveal that the EWL AR is rather easy in either geometry-free or geometry-based model, whereas the NL AR is still challenging due to their short Table 2 The useful combination schemes for GPS and BDS EWL AR based on the geometry-free models, for which the single-epoch success rates are computed. In computation, we take σ ϕ = 5 mm, σ p = 0.5 m and ι = 0.3 m system combination schemes 
Following the definition of GIF model, the combination coefficients are determined by
For arbitrary choices of EWL/WL and NL observables of GPS and BDS, the STD of NL ambiguity estimate is derived as
Obviously, the AR performance in GIF model is exactly equivalent for all schemes. Note the effects of geometric and ionospheric biases are totally removed for all schemes in GIF model. It is therefore promising for long baselines. With real triple-frequency data, this model has attracted more attentions. The initial results showed that it was somehow affected by some unexpected abnormality although this degradation is lamely attributed to the multipath (Wang and Rothacher 2013) .
Geometry-based NL AR with ambiguity-fixed EWLs
As shown above, the geometry-based and geometry-free model can realize the EWL/WL AR with high singleepoch success rate, while they are still challenging for NL AR. The GIF model has weakest model strength for NL although it can eliminate all systematic errors. To enhance the model strength and also properly compensating the systematic errors for NL AR, instead of GIF model, we present a geometry-based model formed by code, two ambiguity-fixed EWL and L1 phase observations (Li et al. 2015a) 
In this model, both ionospheric and tropospheric biases are absorbed by setting their associated parameters instead of eliminating in GIF model. As a result, one can impose some constraints on those parameters to enhance the model strength. Note now two EWL and NL phase observations are correlated and their correlations should be captured in the stochastic model. In addition, the filtering method can be employed by further imposing the time-varying constraints on ionospheric and tropospheric constraints (Li et al. 2015a (Li et al. , 2017a .
Similarity and differences of TCAR from LAMBDA
The LAMBDA method is currently the most popular AR method in GNSS community due to its efficient implementation with decorrelation technique (Teunissen 1995) . Different from TCAR with pre-set combinations, LAMBDA can automatically and optimally work out such combinations (Teunissen et al. 2002) . These combinations could be more complicated since it makes full use of correlation information of ambiguity variance matrix and decorrelates the ambiguities as much as possible. However, when using LAMBDA method, one needs to first select out the subset of ambiguities that can be reliably fixed, since it is usually impossible to always fix full set of ambiguities. This task is indeed troublesome in real applications. In the combination based TCAR, one commonly gets used to fixing the ambiguity individually although it loses a lot of information and is not encouraged.
The essence of LAMBDA is the decorrelation technique. We compare the combination-based and decorrelation-based TCAR identifying their similarities and differences as follows:
1. The Z-transformation matrix is automatically generated in the decorrelation process, but the combinations are pre-determined based on a certain objective. 2. The decorrelation works on the ambiguity variance matrix to make it minimally correlated, while the combination directly on the measurement domain to reduce or even eliminate effects of some biases so as to derive the minimal total noise level in cycles. 3. The combination can, to a certain extent, realize the decorrelation purpose. But this decorrelation works only between-frequency ambiguities of one pair DD satellites. However, LAMBDA decorrelation works on the ambiguities between inter-frequencies, inter-satellites and even inter-GNSS systems if available. Therefore, the multiple frequency GNSS system is necessary for combination TCAR, but LAMBDA can work on any GNSS scenarios. 4. With combination based TCAR, it is somehow used to solving the ambiguity individually, especially for EWL AR. As a consequence, the AR of one pair DD satellites cannot be affected by the abnormality of the other DD satellites. However, the decorrelation based LAMBDA method would solve the transformed ambiguity as a combination of several or all DD satellites. Once there is abnormality in one DD ambiguity used in the ambiguity combination, the transformed ambiguity will not be correctly solved anymore. 5. The LAMBDA method starts from the original observation Eq.
(1) where all observation contents are fully used; whereas in the combination based TCAR, the observation content is more or less lost. Considering the model strength and the simplicity of combination based TCAR, we therefore suggest to use combination based TCAR for EWL AR, while the LAMBDA method for NL AR. Of course, one can first use the pre-set combination to transform the ambiguities and then further apply LAMBDA method. Such processing may speed up the decorrelation procedure.
Benefits of triple-frequency GNSS

Improved ambiguity resolution
It is understandable that the additional frequency signals can improve AR with respect to dual-frequency case. The success rate comparison between dual-and triplefrequency is intuitively illustrated in Fig. 2 based on the simulation. The simulation is conducted on a 50 km with GPS constellation based on the geometry-based ionosphere-weighted model, for which one can refer to (Li and Teunissen, 2014) . In the computations, we take the varying STD of undifference ionospheric constraint as σ ι = 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm and ∞. For σ ι = ∞, it is actually the ionosphere-float model. The success rates are computed for number of epochs from 1 to 5.
The result reveals that (1) the success rates of dualfrequency are significantly improved by triple-frequency and the improvement becomes more remarkable when the ionospheric constraint becomes weaker; (2) since triple-frequency geometry-based model is already very strong, the success rates of different ionospheric constraints are very similar. It is however not the case for the dual-frequency, its success rate becomes smaller for the weaker ionospheric constraint; (3) it is noted that the triple-frequency success rate is still very large in case of ionosphere-float model. This result is very promising, meaning that the AR over long baselines will be applicable with triple-frequency signals. 
ERTK with triple-frequency EWL observations
As mentioned previously, the superiority of triplefrequency GNSS signals is to form more useful combinations, of which the EWL combinations are the most useful for instantaneous AR, with very high success rates over long baselines. However, for the long term, we start with the centimeter RTK solutions after all of the carrier ambiguities have been fixed, although this process may take many minutes. During this process, the ambiguityfixed EWL observations serve as the role of code. Actually the ambiguity-fixed EWL observations have higher precision than actual code and are thus expected to obtain a better RTK solution directly.
To make full use of the benefit of instantaneous EWL AR, Li et al. (2017a) proposed an ERTK concept where the 10 cm level RTK solutions can be instantaneous obtained by using the ambiguity-fixed EWL observations without NL AR. Such accurate results are very promising and already satisfy many applications without complicated NL AR. For more information about varying ERTK models, one can refer to Li et al. (2017a) .
Augmented GNSS RTK service
The dual-frequency based RTK application is mainly limited typically to not longer than 20 km. The reason is that the fast and reliable AR becomes more and more difficult with increased inter-receiver distance due to the distance-dependent atmospheric effects. If the long baseline is involved, these effects have to been carefully modelled usually by setting up the relevant parameters. As a result, the model strength will be very weak and the AR performance degrades.
With introducing the third frequency signals, the model strength can be significantly improved so that the fast and reliable AR becomes easier even over long baselines. Furthermore, the enhanced model allows us to careful modelling the distance-dependent systematic biases to realize the precise RTK applications over long baselines. For the single-baseline RTK, the initial studies have shown that with triple-frequency GNSS, the service distance can be extended to about 100 km with comparable performance to current short distance RTK with dual frequency. It means that in the medium city of China, like Shanghai, we can provide the RTK service with only one reference station (Feng and Li 2010) . Analogously, for the network RTK, the distance of reference stations is advised to be roughly doubled with hexagon type of reference deployment. Such network deployment can save huge money in equipment installation and on-going maintenance (Feng and Li 2008) .
Shortened convergence for PPP
Precise point positioning (PPP) has been intensively studying in past decades thanks to its convenient operation without need of reference station like in RTK (Zumbeger et al. 1997 ). The initial PPP was limited to the postprocessing and ambiguity-float estimation since the real-time satellite clock products are not available and the integer property of ambiguity is lost in undifference mode. By employing the network stations, the undifference phase biases and the clock corrections are estimated for ambiguity-resolved and real-time PPP. Moreover, when the network is sufficiently small, the atmospheric corrections can also be generated for augmented PPP to realize the comparable performance to network RTK (Ge et al. 2008; Collins et al. 2008; Laurichesse et al. 2008; Li et al. 2011b ).
Compared to the traditional dual-frequency PPP, the studies have numerically demonstrated that the triplefrequency PPP can shorten the convergence time while the reduction of positioning errors is marginal (Geng and Bock 2013; Guo et al. 2016; Deo and El-Mowafy 2016) . Note more inter-frequency biases must be introduced in the triple-frequency PPP at both satellite and receiver ends. All these biases must be carefully handled; otherwise one cannot obtain the desirable PPP solutions (Gu et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2015; Li et al. 2016 ). Our idea is to set up as few bias parameters as possible based on the stability analysis of these biases in order to achieve the mode strength as strong as possible.
Improved availability of precise positioning
The precise GNSS application usually needs the phase AR that takes the different time depending on the application and observation scenarios. In general, the less time cost for AR, the earlier the user can achieve the precise positioning and then the higher availability. In real applications, one cannot always fix all ambiguities due to their different precisions and one does not necessarily to fix all ambiguities in sense of precision demand. Therefore, only part of ambiguities can be reliably fixed with sufficiently large success rate (Li and Teunissen 2014; Li et al. 2014a) .
To demonstrate how triple-frequency improves the availability of precise positioning, we conduct the following simulations based on the geometry-based ionosphere-weighted model. Given the success rate threshold 99.9%, we can then fix a subset of ambiguities for which the success rate is larger than this threshold. With accumulating more epochs, the model strength is enhanced so that more ambiguities can be gradually fixed and the positioning precision is accordingly improved. Given a user-defined positioning precision criterion, we can then compute the number of epochs at least needed to achieve this precision. The fewer the number of epochs needed, the earlier the user can start to use the obtained positioning solutions. Figure 3 shows the mean number of epochs needed to achieve the different user-defined precisions over 24 h for different baseline lengths specified by the STD of ionospheric constraint. The results indicate that both the lower precision demand and the smaller STD of (stronger) Fig. 3 Mean number of epochs used for achieving the different user-demand positioning precisions as function of the STD of ZD ionospheric constraint. The left subplot is for dual-frequency case, while the right for triple-frequency case ionospheric constraint will need the fewer number of epochs. The importance is that for all scenarios with different ionospheric constraints and different precision demands, the much fewer number of epochs is needed for triple-frequency than that of dual-frequency. In other words, compared with dual-frequency, triple-frequency can achieve the same precise solution with less time, and therefore improve the avail-ability of precise solutions.
Another example is presented to further show the availability improvement by triple-frequency based on the pseudorange navigation. In real situation, we make decision of accepting or rejecting navigation solution usually based on its derived variance matrix (Li et al. 2013) . Since the full variance matrix is relatively complicated, one then often uses one type of precision that is a function of the variance matrix, like error ellipse, mean square positional error (MSPE), instead of variance matrix itself. The MSPE is an easy-to-computed statistic defined as (Leick, 2004) 
whereσ N andσ E are the STDs of computed north and east components. Given a user-defined threshold σ MSPE;0 , the solution is accepted if its MSPE smaller than σ MSPE;0 . Then the availability is defined as the percentage of accepted solutions out of all solutions. Figure 4 presents the availabilities as a function of σ MSPE;0 with different cut-off elevations. The results show that for all scenarios the availabilities are significantly improved by triple-frequency. Especially for σ MSPE;0 = 1 m, the dualfrequency availabilities are nearly zero but they are improved to about 20% by triple frequency.
Improved reliability
In GNSS community, we are used to pursing the improvement of AR and precise positioning. The benefit of improved reliability from triple-frequency is somehow ignored. In fact, with introducing the third frequency signals, one of important benefits is to increase the observation redundancy significantly and then improve the capability of observation system to resist the abnormality, for instance, the outliers. Again with a pseudorange based navigation system as example, besides the high availability, a good navigation system should have the small decision error for any given criterion, on which the availability is based (Li et al. 2013 ). Although we have shown the higher availability of three frequency navigation system in Fig. 4 , it may be not applicable if its associated decision error is large. The decision error is defined as such that the solution with large error is wrongly accepted. The decision error is measured by probability of making wrong decision. It is the frequency of wrongly accepted solutions out of total accepted solutions P error ¼ #wrongly accepted solutions #accepted solutions ð16Þ Figure 5 shows the probabilities of decision errors with respect to the results in Fig. 4 . The result of triplefrequency is smaller than, or at least comparable with, that of dual-frequency. Therefore, we can ensure that triplefrequency navigation has superior performance than dualfrequency case with higher availability and reliability.
Discussions on some challenges
Some challenges are discussed and the research outlooks for triple-frequency GNSS are provided in this section.
Tropospheric modelling for precise RTK
With triple-frequency GNSS, we are more interested in the precise positioning over long baselines. In such case, the ionospheric delays are basically eliminated via between-frequency combination. Regarding tropospheric delays, they can never be reduced using multiple frequencies. Their effects on the position solutions are positively proportional to the base-to-rover distance, a b c Fig. 4 The availabilities of navigation solutions as a function of user-defined MSPE (σ MSPE;0 ) with the different cut-off elevations,10°, 20°and 30°in subplots from (a) to (c). In each subplot, the line with squares denotes the three frequency result while the line with circles the dual-frequency result usually a few centimeter errors for the baseline of a few tens of kilometers (Dai et al. 2007) . A common method is to set up a zenith tropospheric delay (ZTD) parameter with mapping function to absorb the tropospheric effects. The accuracy of such tropospheric modelling is not sufficient for precise RTK. Furthermore, the ZTD is strong correlated with the height such that the model cannot be stably solved unless a unique ZTD is assumed for a period of observations (Dodson et al. 1996; Li et al. 2010b) . Such ZTD estimate cannot effectively reflect the real-time variation of troposphere environment. Therefore, how to precisely model the tropospheric biases is very critical and challenging for long baseline precise RTK with triple-frequency GNSS signals.
Subset selection for partial NL AR
In real applications, the ambiguities in the unknown ambiguity vector differ from the tracking durations, the observation geometry and the atmospheric/multipath effects. Therefore, the ambiguities generally cannot be fixed simultaneously . However, it is usually possible to fix a subset of ambiguities with high confidence. For instance, as presented above, the EWL/ WL ambiguities can be always very easily fixed though the NL AR is difficult. In fact, we do not necessarily fix all ambiguities in sense of improving baseline precision. Only the ambiguities that are sufficiently correlated with the baseline components can be used to improve baseline solution.
Considering the difficulty of NL AR, we would prefer the partial ambiguity resolution (PAR) with fixing subset of ambiguities instead of full AR. Fixing a subset of ambiguities enables the improvement of baseline solution. For some case, the baseline precision with PAR can be improved even to satisfy with the userdemand precision. Let the ambiguity vector structured asâ ¼ ½â denotes the covariance matrix ofb andâ 2 . Obviously, Qb b <Qbb indicates that the baseline precision is improved with fixed subset of ambiguities. Now an open problem is remained for how to reasonably choose the subset of ambiguities for PAR with both complicated real observation effects and observation geometry taking into account.
Efficient stochastic modelling of triple-frequency signals
The stochastic model is applied to describe the precision and correlation of observations. It is rather important in GNSS for reliable AR, positioning and quality control. Therefore, in past a few years, the significant research efforts have been received for refining the GNSS stochastic models (Wang et al. 1998; Tiberius and Kenselaar 2000; Li et al., 2008) .
In Li (2016) , the triple-frequency BeiDou stochastic model is systematically analysed by using variance component estimation. The results indicated the complexity of stochastic characteristics of triple-frequency signals especially for three types of orbiting satellites of BDS system. Hence, how to efficiently recover the precise stochastic model for (near) real-time application is very important.
As a case study shown in Li et al. (2011) , the variance and covariance unknowns are estimated for all DD observations to recover the precise stochastic model. In such case, say n DD satellites, there will be n × (2n + 1) unknowns to be estimated for dual-frequency signals. With three frequency signals, the unknown components will be increased to 3n × (3n + 1)/2. It means that (5n 2 + n)/2 a b c Fig. 5 The probabilities of decision errors as a function of user-defined MSPE (σ MSPE;0 ) under the different cut-off elevations, 10°, 20°and 30°from (a) to (c). In each subplot, the line with squares denotes the three frequency result while the line with circles the dual-frequency result more unknowns need to be estimated with one frequency additional signals. Such number of unknowns is unacceptable for real-time GNSS applications. For instance, 65 more parameters are introduced for n = 5. Therefore, how to refine the stochastic model and with which to reduce the number of unknowns in real GNSS applications needs more research attentions.
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